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The manuscript 7tow reproduced in facsijnile is a fragfnent^ but little ca7t

have been lost beyo?jd the introduction. The original is ?20w in the British

Museujn {^Press-mark Harl. 367), and is described i7i Wanley s Catalogue

as a book in folio wherei?i are co?itained many letters and fragments^

with various poems^ written by the hands of Mr. yohn Stowe and others ;

now bound up together, The present interlude or ^''disputation'''' is the

forty-first item in the volume^ folios 110- 119, and is thus catalogued

:

'-^ yohn Heywood's Poetical Dialogue concerning Witty (i.e. Wise) and

Witless: made^ as it seems to be recited before K. Henry VIII^ Mr.

Collier named it " Wit a7id Folly^'' a7id under this title it was for the first

titne printed by the Percy Society in 1846.

The manuscript has hitherto been accepted without doubt as in the

authors handwritings and to be the only example that has cofne dow7i

to us, This^ however^ was queried by me^ and a request for further close

exa7nination has, after the above was in type^ resulted in the following letter^

which 7nay be regarded as satisfactory ^ and in every way jicstifying the doubt

I raised,

British Museum,

London, W.C.,

8M Dec. 1908.

Dear Mr. Farmer,

Further careful inspection of the fohn Heywood MS. [Harl. 367,^ i lo-i 19),

and comparison of it with dated MSS., and consultation with my colleagues {and

especially with my chiefs Dr. Warner^ than whom I know no better judge), have

led me to modify the opinion I expressed to you yesterday.

The MS. is unquestionably of the XVIth cent. ; and I see no impossibility of

' its falling within the reign of Edw. VI., or even as early as the closing years of

Hen. VIII.'s reign. And the natural interpretation of the colophon would be,

of course, to take it as indicating that the MS. was actually written by Heywood

himself {though obviously not his original draft, from the paucity of corrections,

and from the note on f. \i^b cancelling the three stanzas in the Kings Absens").

The Museum possesses no other autograph of his, so far as I know.

The same water-mark occurs in Royal MS. 7 B iv., Cranmers draft of the

Prayer-Book, 1543-7.

Tours truly,

J. A. HERBERT.

Until recently little that was definite was known concerning yohn

Heywood.^ who by 7nany authorities was writ dowti as a kind of Court fool of
V



the same stamp as Will Somers. Recent research and discovery^ however^ has

thrown considerable light on the uncertainty surrounding the personal life

of yohn Heywood^ and the materials for a more accurate biography are in

course of collection and preparation. It will then be seen that there has been

considerable misapprehension concerning Heywood''s capacity and social status^

and that to place him in any respect on the same footing as Will Somers is

as wide of the mark as it would be to place the late Mr. Dan Leno on a

level with Sir W. S. Gilbert.

Mr. y. A. Herbert^ of the Manuscript Department^ British Museum^

after comparing this facsimile with the original^ reports that " the repro-

duction is excellently done. I have rarely seen anything better.

JOHN S. FARMER.
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